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in other parts of Asia. There are  records  suggesting  that  such  locations became 
early  pilgrimage  sites;  contemporary  sources  also  make  reference  to  ‘local’ 




given  a  location,  whilst  their  framing  in  the  ‘present’  time  of  the  Buddha’s 
teaching career grounds the stories in both time and place, without infringing on 
the  flexibility  of  the  individual  stories.  This  ability  to  provide  centrally 
legitimated  relevance  for  each  and  all  contributes greatly  to  the popularity  and 
endurance  of  the  jātaka  genre.  The  layering  of  meanings  must  remain  if  the 
stories  are  to  accomplish  this:  if  the  stories  become  formally  localised,  for 
example by 19th century scholars who celebrate  the  jātakas’ worth as records of 








In  the  introduction  to  their  edited  volume Pilgrims,  Patrons  and  Place: 
Localizing Sanctity in Asian Religions, Granoff and Shinohara note that: 
   
sacred  sites  and  the  cults  associated  with  them  often  seemed  to  be 
precariously  balanced  between  the  specific  and  the  denial  of  that 
specificity.1 
 
As  I  hope  to  demonstrate,  this  precarious  balance  is  found  in  sacred  sites 
associated with  jātaka stories,  that  is stories relating episodes  from  the previous 
births  of  Gotama  Buddha,  when  he  was  a  bodhisatta,  or  ‘being  destined  for 




















literally  took  place,  allowing  the  creation  of  a  sacred  landscape,  and  an 
assimilation of Buddhism into local culture. In the texts, the most well-known of 
which  is  the  Jātakatthavaṇṇanā  (henceforth  JA),  a  large  semi-canonical  jātaka 
collection  of  the Theravāda  school which  remains  very  popular  throughout Sri 
Lanka and Southeast Asia,  the  locations given  to  jātaka stories are  formulaic at 
best, thus facilitating identifications all over Asia. Simultaneously, the established 






play and have played  in Buddhist countries. Following  this  I will examine how 
the  local  appropriation  of  such  stories  is  made  possible  by  the  unspecific 
geography  of  jātakas  in  textual  sources.  As  I  then  go  on  to  argue,  the  very 
structure of a jātaka provides both these levels – the specific and the universal – 
thus making the jātaka genre the perfect medium through which Buddhism can be 
localised. The  success  of  such  endeavours,  however,  is  endangered  by modern 
discourses on  the ‘truth’ of  the stories. A brief examination of such problematic 






such  sites  became  places  of  pilgrimage,  is  attested  in  the  accounts  of  Chinese 
pilgrims. At the turn of the 5th century C.E., Faxian’s journey took him past four 
great stūpas each associated with a great sacrifice made by  the Bodhisatta. The 
first (in ‘So-ho-to’) was where  the Buddha ransomed  the  life of a dove with his 
own  flesh;  the  second  (in  Gandhāra)  where  he  gave  away  his  eyes  to  a  blind 
beggar;3  the  third and  fourth  (in Takshaśilā) where he gave away his head  to a 
man, and his whole body to a starving tigress who was about to eat her own cubs,4 
and where ‘kings, ministers, and peoples of all the kingdoms around vie with one 


























another  in making offerings’.5 A century  later, Songyun writes of  the same four 














  Several  scholars  have  drawn  attention  to  the  fact  that  such  associations 
with  jātakas were most  popular  in  (greater) Gandhāra,9  a  place where  no  sites 








Kuwayama  adds  that  using  relics  and  jātaka  sites was  necessary  in  this  region 
since  ‘Gandhāra  needed  something  around  which  Buddhists  could  gather  and 
































upon  which  Buddhism  could  find  firm  roots  and  ties  with  Mid-India.’11  The 
identification  of  local  features  with  jātakas,  though  clearly  a  calculated 








The  Gandhāran  preoccupation  with  making  Buddhism  relevant  locally  is  also 
evident in the recent manuscript finds, in relation to which Salomon notes: 
 
An  important  feature of  the new manuscripts  is  the  inclusion  in some of 
them  of  local  Gandhāran  lore  and  traditions,  which  suggests  that  early 
Gandhāran  Buddhism,  and,  by  implication,  perhaps  the  other  regional 








passed,  as  Buddhism  pushed  further  and  further  away  from  its  homeland,  and 
once ‘it was considered that the Jātakas no longer sufficed to confer an adequate 
guarantee  of  authenticity  on  the  new  holy  land  and  a  story was made  up  of  a 
journey by the Buddha to the North-West’.14 Certainly, traditions of the Buddha’s 
visits  to  regions  outside  of  his  homeland  play  an  important  part  in  the 
legitimisation  of Buddhism  in  distant  lands. However,  this  did  not  replace  the 
tradition  of  identifying  jātakas with  particular  sites:  for  example Namobuddha, 
near Panauti in present day Nepal, remains a popular pilgrimage site with Newar 
Buddhists,  who  hold  that  it  is  where  the  Bodhisatta  sacrificed  himself  to  the 
tigress.15 In a part of Eastern Thailand inhabited by the Laopuan people, there is a 
town  associated with  the  characters  and  events  of  the  Mahā-Ummagga-jātaka, 
and in several cases other jātakas have been ‘expanded with explanations attached 
to the story or with episodes invented by the villages to explain puzzling incidents 
or  geographic  features  in  the  community.’16 Stories  are  not  only  adapted  to  fit 
localities,  but  also  composed  anew,  for  example  the  many  ‘apocryphal’  jātaka 
stories found in mainland Southeast Asia.17 The localisation of Buddhism in this 






















and  can  also  serve  to  assimilate  Buddhism  into  local  literary  traditions.  For 
example, Monius notes  in her  study of  the Maṇimēkalai,  a  sixth  century Tamil 
Buddhist story that is identified as a jātaka of a future buddha:  
 
Through  complex  and  creative  processes  of  translation  and  elaboration, 
and  through  marshaling  other  local  texts  to  support  its  worldview,  the 




The  localization  of Buddhism  through  jātakas  is  just  one way  to  provide  local 
relevance  and  authority  to  an  otherwise  distant  religious  movement.  This 
appropriation of narratives provides accessible pilgrimage sites, encourages pride 
in one’s homeland and local culture and a legitimation of Buddhism’s presence in 






  We  can  now  see  that  jātakas  have  played,  and  continue  to  play,  a 
significant  role  in  making  Buddhism  a  local  system.  The  construction  of 
narratives  that  identify  jātakas with  specific  sites demonstrates  a preoccupation 
with the locality; however, this preoccupation is counterbalanced by a realisation 
of  the  larger  situation.  There  appear  to  be  two  directions  of  movement:  local 
stories, motifs, or geographic oddities can be absorbed  into a  legitimate  textual 
genre of Buddhism and intimately associated with its founder; and stories can be 
taken from this religious genre and given local significance, reworked to suit the 
local  situation.  In both cases  there are  two  layers at play: centralised authority, 
and  local and personal relevance. The former provides  the stability and unity of 
belonging to an established religious group (or even lineage of disciples/followers 
of  the Buddha). The  latter makes  relevant  this  religion, which  is distant  in  time 




a  local genre, but  a well-attested Buddhist phenomenon.  It  also  relies upon  the 
fact  that  most  stories  do  not  contain  a  concrete  association  with  any  specific 
place.  This  is  not  to  say  that  specific  places  (and  names  and  times)  are  not 
mentioned within stories. In  the JA, each  jātaka begins with a description of  the 
setting  in which  the events  took place,  the vast majority beginning  ‘In  the past, 
when  Brahmadatta  was  ruling  in  Varanasi,  the  Bodhisatta  took  birth  as  ...’. 
According  to  Jones,  395  of  the  547  jātakas  in  the  JA  take  place  during 
Brahmadatta’s  reign.20  In  a  passage  in  the  Kṣudrakavastu  of  the 



























result  is  a  very  formulaic  set  of  locations.  As  well  as  Varanasi,  several  other 
locations  recur,  as  time  and  time  again  ascetics  retreat  to  the  Himalayas,  and 
young brahmins are sent to Takkasilā for their education. Such standard formulae 
locate most jātakas in North India, yet this rather spurious precision betrays a lack 
of  interest  in  the  ‘true’  location  of  the  events  of  the  story.  Where  places  are 
specified,  they  are not given  in detail  (there  is no  reference  to how  to  find  the 




  Although  apparently very  specific,  the  formulaic nature of  the places  in 
jātakas  also  allows  them  to  shift  locations,  or  become  associated  with  several 
locations simultaneously. A good example of  this  is  the Aśvarāja story, a  jātaka 
that  relates  how  some  merchants  are  shipwrecked  on  an  island,  seduced  by 
demonesses and eventually rescued by a flying horse (the Bodhisatta). There are 
many different versions of this story, and the variations between them include the 
location.  Initially,  the  association  is  with  Sri  Lanka,  and  the  story  is  even 
recounted by Xuanzang as a story of  the origin of  the Sinhalese people, but  the 
Newar version moves this location to the Himalayas to transform the story into a 
warning  for  traders  planning  a  trip  to  Tibet.23  The  Vessantara-jātaka,  though 
strongly  associated  with  a  pilgrimage  centre  in  Gandhāra,  is  also  believed  by 
some to have taken place in northeast Thailand.24 In addition, the flexibility of the 
setting of a  jātaka  is evident  in  the pictorial  representations of  jātakas  found  in 
temples  and  on  manuscripts,  which  tend  to  reflect  the  land  and  culture 
contemporary with the painting, with no concern for the historicity or place of the 



























with  any  specific  place,  for  it  is  this  that  allows  them  to  function  as  fables  or 
folktales.  For  example,  one  of  Sri  Lanka’s  leading  psychiatrists,  Dr.  D.  V.  J. 
Harischandra,  provides  a  host  of  examples  of  how  he  uses  jātaka  stories  in 
therapy.26 His appreciation of the worth of the Jātaka-Pota (the Sinhalese version 
of  the  JA)  is  primarily  due  to  it  being  a  hugely  diverse  collection  of  ancient 
stories  which  can  be  effectively  used  in  ‘bibliotherapy’  and  ‘psychodrama’ 
(therapeutic  role-play).  Harischandra  notes  that  the  non-specific  nature  of  the 
time  and  place  of  the  stories  is  significant,  for  this  allows  the  reader/hearer  to 









  Just  as  the  lack  of  character  names  allows  individuals  to  identify  with 
people in jātaka stories, so also the lack of specific place allows communities to 
do  the same. A beginning such as ‘In  the past, when Brahmadatta was ruling  in 
Varanasi’, or ‘Once upon a time in a land far far away’, doesn’t distance the story 
from  the  audience, but  actually  allows  it  to  come  closer.  In  any  case,  although 
many  jātaka  texts  appear  to  provide  a  location  for  each  jātaka  story  in  this 
formulaic way, in reality traditions outside of this text accept many different ideas 
about where  the stories occurred. Thus  locality and universality are  in a careful 





In  the  jātakas  of  the  JA  there  are  actually  two  settings  and  two  sets  of 
characters.  In addition  to  the  ‘story of  the past’  (atīta-vatthu – considered  to be 
the  jātaka  proper),  the  ‘story  of  the  present’  (paccuppanna-vatthu)  gives  the 
occasion on which  the Buddha  told  the  jātaka, for example whilst staying  in  the 
Jeta grove, in order to instruct a wayward monk. At the end of the jātaka, in the 
samodhāna  (‘connection’),  he  reveals  which  of  the  characters  in  the  story  are 
actually  those  involved  in  the  ‘present’  situation,  including, of  course, himself. 
The  story  of  the  present  might  in  some  cases  be  representative  of  an  actual 
historical situation, but in most cases it is deeply formulaic and clearly as much a 
part of the carefully constructed narrative as the story of the past. Although not all 




















much  less  likely  to have a  frame  story at all,  this basic  structure  is nonetheless 
always  present.  A  jātaka  is  a  story  of  an  event  in  a  previous  lifetime  of  the 
Buddha,  as  remembered  and  told  by  the  Buddha.29  It  is  thus  necessarily 
buddhavacana,  and  so  the  ‘story  of  the  present’,  or  at  least  the  setting  in  the 
teaching career of the Buddha, is always implicit.  
 








one  time  period,  in  contrast  to  the  cosmic  cycles  traversed  in  the  jātakas,  and 
made explicit in related texts that outline the patterns of the births of the previous 




  This  set  structure  established  in  the  JA  allowed  the  absorption  of many 
stories  into  this  specifically Buddhist  genre. Almost  any  story  could  become  a 
jātaka with  the  simple association of one character  (or even a  totally  silent and 
uninvolved witness32) with the Bodhisatta, and the placing of the story within the 
teaching career of  the Buddha. Thus  the collection has parallels  in Greek myth 






the  text  edited  and  translated  by  the  Pali  Text  Society  under  the  title 
Paññāsajātaka) and others circulating in the vernacular languages, often with no 
real  fixed  form.34  The  ‘apocryphal’  nature  of  these  stories  allows  them  to 

























incorporate material  that would  not  be  acceptable  in  the  JA. For  example,  one 
story portrays the Buddha-to-be as a female character, before the vow made at the 
feet of Dīpaṅkara Buddha made rebirth as a woman impossible.35 It is because the 





setting  of  the  stories  in  the  teaching  career  of  the  Buddha  allows  diversity  to 
prosper. The stories of the present provide anchorage in both space and time, so 
the  jātakas  themselves are never  really  floating  free,  though  they are allowed a 





When  jātakas  began  to  be  studied  by  Western  scholars  in  the  late  19th 
century, there was a great interest in their ‘historical’ worth. The first scholar to 
examine  thoroughly  the  JA,  T.  W.  Rhys-Davids,  described  it  as  ‘full  of 
information on the daily habits and customs and beliefs of the people of India, and 
on every variety of  the numerous questions  that arise as  to  their economic and 
social conditions,’36 and throughout the past century many scholars have seen the 





the only other  interest  in  them was as  folklore, albeit as  ‘the most  reliable,  the 
most  complete,  and  the  most  ancient  collection  of  folklore  now  extant  in  any 
literature in the world.’38 In addition, the jātakas were presented as having little of 
Buddhist  relevance  to  them,  since  they  were  deemed  to  be  pre-Buddhist  and 
solely  for  the entertainment or edification of  the  laity, as a  ‘basic  instrument of 
popular education’.39 
 
These strands of scholarship on  jātakas opened up  interest  in  the stories, 
yet  simultaneously  shut off many  interesting avenues of  research; only  recently 
have  jātakas  been  seen  as  worthy  of  serious  academic  study  as  examples  of 
religious literature. Such scholarship has also influenced attitudes towards jātakas 
within South and Southeast Asia. In a Sri Lankan journal, Peris ended an article 



























to  be  maintained  as  an  educated  view  –  and  much  less  as  an  educated 




Such  a  conclusion  betrays  a  preoccupation  in  contemporary  Sri  Lanka  with 
establishing Buddhism  as  a  ‘rational’  religion, with  some  testable  foundation.41 
The  ‘truth’  of  the  stories  is  thus  under  question  as  intimately  related  to  their 
value. 
 
Despite debates about  the ‘truth’ of  the stories,  jātakas remain  incredibly 
popular  in  Sri  Lanka,  whether  in  sermons,  children’s  books,  television 
programmes,  radio  plays  or  films.  However,  in  Thailand  the  influence  of  the 
Western scholarly agenda on its narrative collections was more strongly felt. Jory 
tells of how  in 1904 King Chulalongkorn published an essay about  jātakas  that 
was heavily based upon Rhys-David’s book Buddhist India. His essay was widely 
circulated and strongly influenced Thai attitudes to and interpretations of jātakas. 
His  main  aim  was  to  disassociate  jātakas  from  Buddhism  and  Thailand,  by 
showing that they are in fact merely pre-Buddhist Indian folktales: 
 
No  longer acceptable as stories of  the Buddha’s former  lives,  the Jatakas 






historical  time  allowed  for  their  designation  as  ‘pre-Buddhist’,  a  conception  of 





Viewing  jātakas  in  terms of  their historically and geographically specific 
origins,  instead  of  their  historically  and  geographically  vague  events,  has  the 
potential to undermine their relevance for Buddhists. We must be wary of the idea 
that whether  or  not  the  stories  actually  took  place  is more  important  than  any 
metaphorical,  allegorical,  or  psychological  content  the  stories  might  have.  An 

























His  interpretation  that  the  stories need  to be  at  least  ‘regarded  as historical’  to 
give  them  any worth  is  to  a  certain  extent mirrored  in Buddhism; we  saw,  for 
example, that tying a story to the time and place and person of the Buddha gave it 
legitimation.45 This  legitamate and  specific  setting  is, however, counterbalanced 
by  the flexibility of  the stories of  the past, which have  the potential  to show  the 
Bodhisatta’s actions in times and places far away from fifth century B.C.E. North 






the  location  of  jātaka  stories  is  in  a  very  precarious  balance,  and  where  this 
balance has been tipped – by local sites or stories – much can be revealed about 




more  than  two millennia,  if we  are  to  come  to  a nuanced understanding of  the 
place of jātakas in diverse historical and social contexts. 
                                                 
44 Bishop R. S. Copleston, “Papers on the First Fifty Jātakas”, Journal of the 
Ceylon Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society 8, 2, 28 (1884): 111. 
45 It is of course worth pointing out that different societies and individuals regard 
different events as historically plausible; for many Buddhists both the story of 
present and the jātaka proper (the story of the past) are historically plausible, if 
not actually statements of historical fact. A Buddhist might in any case note that 
speculating about where jātakas took place does not aid spiritual progress, and 
refer to the Buddha’s declaration that asking questions that are not conducive to 
the spiritual path is akin to a man refusing to be treated for a poisoned-arrow 
wound until he knows the height of the person who shot him and the variety of 
feather on the arrow (found in the ‘Cūḷamāluṅkya Sutta’ Majjhima Nikāya 63). 
The famous ‘unanswered questions’ do not, of course, include the reality of his 
previous births, but the analogy is still, I think, a fruitful one. 
46 Justin McDaniel, “Creative Engagement: Sujavaṇṇa Wua Luang and its 
Contribution to Buddhist Literature”, Journal of the Siam Society 88, 1&2 (2000): 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